POTTERY	IO9
kaolin or china clay and petuntses both of which substances
are found in many parts of the world. Kaolin has beea used
by potters outside China, but without producing any porce-
lain-like product. Many clays contain kaolinite, and the use
of kaolin was not a discovery but rests on experience. It was
incidentally found3 and its use extended^ through a selective
process in the enrolment of materials. This process took
place in CMna alone. Ware of a porcelain-like character
first appears there in the third century of our era,, and
experiments were continued till about the beginning of the
seventh century they gradually resulted in the production of
a true white porcelain (ibid., pp. no, I2O5176).
Some Chinese porcelain is said to have been presented to
Lorenzo de* Medici by the Sultan of Egypt in 14875 and this
seems to have been its first appearance in Europe, It was
not successfully imitated till the eighteenth century.
THE INVENTION OF POTTERY
We have seen that the principal improvements in the
potter's art, the use of paint, of glaze, and of the wheel, and
the making of porcelain, were made by civilized people living
within, a limited region, and furthermore that we can with
either certainty or probability allot these improvements to
some area within that region, whence they were diffused
There are, it is true, other improvements, such as the use of
csEp*, a surface dressing of finer material, which took place
so long before the dawn of history that their origin is un-
known* In this case, as in others, it is difficult to believe
that the unknown happened quite differently from the
known, and that this too was not a discovery made at some
centre of civilization.
And now to the actual invention or discovery of pottery;
was it really* as is commonly supposed, made independently
by thousands of savages in various parts of the world?

